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As Congress returns, the number one issue, by far, is the one which the press is touting—Syria. Virtually 

every Member of Congress is frightened to death about this vote. They see polls showing their 

constituents overwhelmingly opposed to launching strikes, yet most (but not all) of the Congressional 

“establishment” is supporting the intervention in Syria. Both the Republican Speaker of the House and his 

usual nemesis, Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi, as well as Senate Democratic Leader Harry Reid 

support the strikes.  Hillary Clinton has come out in favor as well. Perhaps surprisingly, the one leader 

opposing the strikes is the Republican Senate Leader Mitch McConnell. So, do the rank-and-file 

Congressmen and Senators vote according to the wishes of their constituents? Or with their hearts? Or 

as being directed by their Congressional leadership? 

But while Syria grabs the headlines, some very real decisions impacting the entire government, are just 

around the corner.  

In order to allow continued issuance of Treasury bonds to fund our deficit, the Debt Limit must be 

increased. This is always contentious, and will be again in mid-October when the Debt Limit must be 

increased, or the government will grind to a halt. This has been a cliff-hanger each year. Do Boehner and 

Obama have the appetite for another round? 

During this debate, the President may note that our deficit is decreasing, thanks to reduced federal 

spending. If he does, it would be quite a turnabout from his strenuous opposition last year to 

Sequestration, which mandated 7% cuts in every federal agencies’ spending. One of the impacts has 

been to reduce the federal deficit, which the President may cite in support of gaining Congressional 

approval to increase the debt limit.  

Speaking of across-the-board cuts, we are approaching the end of the federal fiscal year - - September 

30. It appears that once again Congress will fail to pass the appropriations bills necessary to keep the 

government operating in the new fiscal year which begins October 1. So once again we expect Congress 

to pass a Continuing Resolution that will keep funding government at current levels (minus approximately 

2% cuts) until Thanksgiving, or perhaps Christmas. But that’s not the whole story. Unless Congress acts 

before then, the Sequestration will be renewed, producing another year of 7% reductions across all 

federal functions.  

This past year agencies were able to freeze hiring and furlough federal employees, and keep providing 

services. An additional year of sequestration could mean that some agencies will have to curtail services 

and functions. At some point the President and Congress will have to start making hard choices: instead 

of across the board cuts, selecting the agencies and programs whose budgets will be cut more severely 

or even eliminated, in order to allow more essential functions/ agencies to be adequately funded.  

That’s when budget cutting becomes serious and permanent.  


